GET PAID NOW... Make Money Right From The Start Using My Postcard Affiliate Income System.

I Send Out Real Paychecks Every Other Friday to My Affiliates. Spend Only 60 Minutes A Day At Home Mailing Special Postcards And Do Nothing Else Except Watch Your Paychecks Keep Coming In!

If you can stick an address label and a postage stamp on a postcard, you have what it takes to start receiving nice paychecks at home every other Friday. When the checks arrive, the money is yours to spend any way you want. As soon as you spend one check, another check can be on its way to you.

Hello, my name is Doyle Chambers. I am an extremely successful marketing entrepreneur and home business consultant.

I started my home-based publishing business back in 1989 and you will find my reputation to be rock solid.

My specialty is showing ordinary men and women - just like yourself - how to earn good money right from their homes...working in their spare time.

I generously share my knowledge and experience with serious money-minded individuals to help them get started right.

Before we go any further, I do not want to be confused with any get-rich-quick artists. I am an established professional - and that is important for you to know.

I am going to do something right now that no one else has probably offered to do for you.

Here is my personal phone number should you have any additional questions when you’ve finished reading this letter.

972-635-9407 -- You may call me between the hours of 9AM to 5PM Central Time Monday thru Saturday.

I'VE MADE GOOD MONEY AT HOME FOR 20+ YEARS...NOW I'D LIKE TO HELP YOU!

From personal experience, I know that most money making plans really don’t work out in practice. For the past 20 years, I have spent thousands of dollars searching out and examining countless money making plans.

Literally, I have bought and tried almost every worthwhile plan I could get my hands on. After all that time and money spent, I developed several genuine money making systems that effectively show average people how to make good money from home. My proven systems also help
prevent people from wasting time, money and energy in the wrong directions.

My powerful money making systems evolved over time and extensive testing to make them the best of the best! I continue to use these same money making systems on a day to day basis to generate consistent money.

My long proven home income systems are distinctly different from other so called money making plans in a major way - THEY DELIVER CONSISTENT RESULTS!

My next marketing strategy was to create an Online Home Business Catalog offering my time-tested high demand money-making systems. Everything I learned from the most successful advertisers and from my own experience was distilled into the creation of my powerful consistent-order-generating Catalog.

I have come to realize that there are literally millions of potential customers for my home income systems. The demand for what I sell is so great that it is impossible for me to reach them all myself.

I wanted to reach the greatest number of people with my catalog, so in 1994 -- I designed a simplified program where serious money-minded individuals could simply mail postcards and make lots of money.

Every other Friday, I send paychecks to people who mail postcards for me. Due to expansion, I am now looking for more people to do the same thing they’re doing.

My system of using independent mailers helps me get my Online Home Business Catalog out to many more people than I could ever reach myself.

And my participants love it too! They’re able to work in the comfort of their home and receive their PAYCHECKS IN THE MAIL!

This is an established program with proven, real-life results. Just think! $150 - $250 - $400 - $600 OR MORE EACH WEEK! The high profits my participants earn keeps them in my program for the long term...steady weekly paychecks!

All you have to do is get my special postcard into the hands of opportunity seekers who are looking for a way to make money. You simply apply mailing labels and postage stamps on postcards -- and then drop them in the mail.

A VERY HIGH PERCENTAGE OF OPPORTUNITY SEEKERS WHO READ MY SPECIAL POSTCARD WILL RESPOND INSTANTLY!

Your Personal ID Number is on the postcard. Your prospects (who receive your postcard) will go directly to my website featuring my HOME BUSINESS CATALOG.

Soon after your prospects visit my Online Home Business Catalog, many of those people will be so excited that they will quickly place their order Online, or send their orders by FAX, -- or even “Overnight Express Mail”.

I’ll also answer questions via phone calls from your referral prospects. Each of your prospects are carefully converted into an actual buyer...and you get credit for their purchases.
When I receive orders, I know exactly who generated that order because an Affiliate ID Number is displayed on each customer order form. Each Affiliate ID Number is LINKED in the computer to each customer. If it was YOU - then YOU get a full 40% of the gross sales on anything sold...AS MUCH AS $1,300.00 FOR ONE BIG ORDER!

That's Right... You Can Earn Up to a $1,300 Commission from Mailing a Single Postcard to the "Right" Person Who Buys Everything. As More Products Are Added to My Catalog, You'll Be Able to Earn Even More.

The exact payment on each order will vary depending on what items are ordered. Remember -- my Catalog sells several different items. Whenever the people you refer buy my own products, your account is credited with commissions for 40% of the gross sales.

I service all customer requirements for you with no further involvement on your part. You don't have to handle any orders or collect any money yourself. My company handles all order fulfillments. ALL YOU DO IS MAIL POSTCARDS!

YOU CAN START GETTING PAID EVERY OTHER FRIDAY!

You will be an independent contractor, not an employee. No taxes will be withheld from your checks.

Because your paychecks come straight from my data processing center, you never have to wonder how you'll get paid. Everything is controlled by computer...I will write you a check every other Friday for all orders generated from your efforts.

You may be thinking “How do I know I’ll receive all my commissions under your mailing program?”. The last thing I want to do is “stiff” you on any commissions you have coming to you.

My independent mailers are very important to me and I always conduct business in an ethical and fair manner - I have been doing business for over 20 years and I wouldn’t have it any other way.

And besides, I know that once you see the commission checks rolling in -- you’ll want to continue in my postcard mailing program.

I am in business to stay and you can be confident that I will pay you each and every commission on all orders I receive from your efforts, period. It’s simple arithmetic. I need and want you to make lots of money on a continuing basis...if you make money - I'll make money!

You may have noticed that this letter is not written with a lot of “hype”. I am not making a lot of wild and irresponsible claims. That is not the way I do business. I’m just trying to tell my story as clearly as I can.

Many people, just like yourself, are already participating in this program and earning substantial weekly incomes.

You can mail a few postcards or a lot of postcards. There are no minimums to meet. It all depends on how much money you want to make and how fast you want it.

You can take vacations or quit any time and start again later if you wish. Once you begin...it will snowball and make more and more money for you.
It is my hope that after reading this letter your intuition is giving you a positive feeling about my program. A feeling that tells you that finally, you have found a legitimate money making program. It is absolutely possible for you to be making hundreds of dollars each and every week. This program holds more REAL PROMISE of making substantial amounts of money than all of the other wild and ridiculous get-rich-quick schemes put together.

Don’t compare this with any other money making program. It’s an honest and legal business that you will be proud to be involved with. I’LL BE YOUR PARTNER AND WORK WITH YOU!

When it comes to making consistent money, there is nothing more important than gaining guidance from someone who has the experience... someone who’s "been there". I realize how hard it is to make it on your own, that’s why I’ll stand behind you. Think of me as your consultant and mentor. I want to be your partner and guide you in making money. I’ll make myself available to you. I feel that my support that goes along with the program makes the difference.

Because my business makes money only if you make money, you can be darn sure I’m going to do everything possible to help you make the money you want and need. If you’ve ever tried a money making program before and didn’t have any success, don’t worry, this time you’ll see a big difference. I could charge a great deal for this valuable program, but my POSTCARD AFFILIATE INCOME SYSTEM is priced moderately low. With my reputation on the line - my program must measure up to

I’LL GLADLY PAY YOU HIGH COMMISSIONS SIMPLY FOR MAILING SPECIAL POSTCARDS JUST LIKE THIS ONE.
my high standards and most of all, actually benefit those who sincerely work my program.

I DEVELOPED AND FINE-TUNED THIS PROGRAM MYSELF AND I KNOW IT WILL WORK FOR ANYONE!

The cost of my program is a small price to pay when your day to day life can be changed for the better...almost overnight!

Unlike most greenhorn and illogical entrepreneurs, I do not resort to outlandish money-back guarantees and no such policy is expressed or implied. MY SYSTEM HAS ALWAYS ATTRACTED ONLY THE MOST SERIOUS MONEY MINDED INDIVIDUALS WHO RECOGNIZE THE HIGH VALUE OF A GENUINE HOME INCOME-GENERATING OPERATION - because frankly - anyone who puts this quality system into motion will be able to create a continuous income.

The minute you open my start-up package, you will instantly realize just how powerful my program is...it will work like WILDFIRE in even today’s roller coaster economy.

Eliminate the constant worry about inflation and debts by putting your spare time to good use. YOU SIMPLY MAIL MY SPECIAL HIGHLY-RESPONSIVE POSTCARDS AND I’LL DO THE REST!

It’s time to stop dreaming, and start DOING! Others are already doing it now - SO CAN YOU!

Once my quota for a certain number of mailers is reached - this offer will be withdrawn. So to avoid disappointment, act today.

THE TIME TO GET IN ON THIS IS NOW! Make the Decision to GET STARTED RIGHT NOW...NOT TOMORROW OR NEXT WEEK!

Don’t talk yourself out of it and let this opportunity pass. NOW...before you leave this page and end up forgetting about it.

Go ahead and place your order online by clicking the Add To Cart button. Please fill out the Online Order Form with the name and address that you want on your paychecks!

My affiliates who’ve mailed the postcard love it because it works so fast and they make a nice profit on every sale. My system is real. It works. The proof is in the paychecks I send to people all over the country every other Friday.

Very soon you can be pulling paychecks out of your mailbox every other week.

Doyle Chambers
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HERE’S HOW TO ORDER THE POSTCARD AFFILIATE INCOME SYSTEM

Order System 1 online at:

www.DoyleChambers.com
Prospects Enter Funnel Here

System 1 - Affiliate Income System
Get started for only $69
Pays 40% commissions on Entire Catalog of High-Value Information Products.

System 8 - Publisher’s Profit Plan
Pays BIG 3-Level Commissions
*Optional Upgrade - one-time-cost

System 9 - Publisher’s Profit Plan
Pays BIGGER 3-Level Commissions
*Optional Upgrade - one-time-cost

System 12 - Publisher’s Profit Plan
Pays GIANT 3-Level Commissions
*Optional Upgrade - one-time-cost

REAL CASH-FLOW